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Terraform google instance template

Enable Javascript to use this application to manage VM instance template resources in the GCE. For more information, see the official documentation and APIs. Example Usage resource google_compute_instance_template foobar { name = terraform-test description = template description tag = [foo,bar] instance_description = description assigned to the instance = machine_type
n1-standard-1 can_ip_forward = false automatic_restart = true on_host_maintenance = create a new boot disk from MIGRATE // Image disk { source_image = debian-cloud/debian-8 auto_delete = true boot = true } // Using existing disk resource disk { source = foo_existing_disk auto_delete = fake boot = false } network_interface { Network = default } Metadata { bar
service_account { Scope = [userinfo-email Compute Lo, storage-ro} } Use in instance group manager instance templates cannot be updated after it is created in the Google Cloud Platform API. To update the instance template, Terraform discards existing resources and creates a replacement. To effectively use instance template resources in instance group manager resources,
we recommend that you specify create_before_destroy in the lifecycle block. Omit the Instance Template Name attribute, or name_prefix name with a specific name. Example: resource google_compute_instance_template instance_template { name_prefix = instant-template- machine_type = us-central1 // boot disk disk network_interface instance_group_manager
google_compute_instance_group_manager create_before_destroy { instance_template = ${google_compute_instance_template instance_template.self_link} base_instance_name = Instance Group Manager Zone = us-central1-f target_size = 1 } This setting allows Terraform to generate a unique name for an instance template and update the instance group manager without
conflict before destroying the previous instance template. Argument reference Note that changing the field for this resource forces the creation of a new resource. The following arguments are supported: Disks to attach to instances created from this template - (required) disks. This can be specified multiple times for multiple disks. The structure is described below. machine_type -
(required) The type of machine to create. name - (optional) The name of the instance template. If you leave this white space, Terraform automatically generates a unique name. name_prefix - (optional) Creates a unique name that begins with the specified prefix. Conflicting with the name. can_ip_forward - (optional) Whether to allow packets containing mismatched source or
destination IP to be sent or received. This is false by default. Description - (optional) A brief description of this resource. instance_description - (optional) A brief description to use for instances created from this template.- (Optional) network_interface - (required) The network to attach to the instance created from this template. This can be specified multiple times for multiple
networks. The structure is described below. Project - (optional) The project to which the resource belongs. Otherwise, the provider project is used. region - (optional) Instance template is a global resource that is not bound to a zone or region. However, you can specify some region resources in the instance template, but this template is limited to the region where the resource
exists. For example, custom subnetnet resources are associated with a specific region. If no value is specified, the provider region is the default. Scheduling - (optional) The scheduling strategy to use. More information about this configuration option is described in more detail below. service_account - (optional) The service account to attach to the instance. The structure is
described below. Tags - (optional) Tags to attach to an instance. Disk blocks are supported: auto_delete - (optional) specifies whether disks are automatically deleted. This is true by default. boot - (optional) Indicates that this is a boot disk. device_name - (optional) A unique device name reflected in the /dev/ tree of a Linux operating system running within an instance. Otherwise,
the server selects the default device name to apply to this disk. disk_name - (optional) The name of the disk. Otherwise, this defaults to the name of the instance. source_image - (required if no source is set) The name of the image based on this disk. google_compute_instance the same arguments as the image. interface - (optional) Specifies the disk interface to use to connect
this disk. mode - (optional) the mode in which this disk is READ_WRITE (READ_ONLY). If you want to connect or create a boot disk, you must have read/write mode. source - the name source_image the disk to connect to (if not configured) (for google_compute_disk disk managed by the server). disk_type - (optional) GCE disk type. Either pd-ssd, local-ssd, or pd-standard.
disk_size_gb - (optional) the size of the image (gigabytes). If not specified, inherits the size of the base image. type - (optional) The type of GCE disk can be either Scratch or Persistent. network_interface block supports: Network - (optional) The name or name of the network to which this interface self_link. Use network attributes for legacy or automatic subnetted networks and
subnets of custom subnet networks. Subnetnetnet - (optional) The name of the subnetnetnet to which this interface is attached. The subnet network must be in the same region where this instance is created. You must specify either a network or a subnetnet. access_config - (optional) access configuration, that is, an IP that can be accessed over the Internet through this instance.
Omit it to prevent access to the instance.Ssh provisioning will not work unless you are running the Internet (that is, if you are running Terraform, you can send traffic to your instance's network (through a tunnel or on another cloud instance on that network). This block can be repeated multiple times. The structure described below. access_config block set the IP address mapped to
the network IP of the next nat_ip - (optional) instance to 1:1. If not specified, it is generated. service_account block is the e-mail address of the e-mail-(optional) service account that you support. Otherwise, the default Google Computing Engine service account is used. Scope - A list of (required) service scopes. Both the OAuth2 URL and the short name of gcloud are supported.
Schedule blocking is a automatic_restart - (optional) specifies whether the instance should be automatically restarted if it is terminated by the compute engine (not terminated by the user). This is true by default. on_host_maintenance - (optional) Defines the maintenance behavior for this instance. Preemptionable - (optional) You can preempt instances. This is false by default.
Learn more here. Attribute reference In addition to the above arguments, the following calculated attributes are exported: metadata_fingerprint - unique fingerprinting of metadata. self_link - The URI of the resource created. tags_fingerprint - The unique fingerprint of the tag. See the source of this Terraform.io document Javascript enable Javascript to use this application Enable
Javascript to use this application Enable Javascript to use this application To use this application, this sub-module can create google_compute_instance_template resources that are used as the basis for sub-modules in other instances, managed, and unmanaged instance groups. For information about how to use it, see The Easy Way. The default required access configuration for
the input access_config description type, that is, the IP that allows vm instances to be accessed over the Internet. list(object({ nat_ip = string network_tier = string }) [] A list of maps on additional_disks. list (object({ auto_delete = boot boot = boot boot = bool disk_size_gb = number disk_type = string }) [ ] No auto_delete Whether the boot disk should be an auto-delete string true
can_ip_forward enable IP transfer, for example, the boot disk size with string false disk_size_gb GB string 100 disk_type 100 boot disk type, pd-ssd, local ssd, or pd standard string It is not available whether to enable shielded VM configuration on instances enable_shielded_vm. Instance images must support shielded VMs. Map Map (string) {} See the bool false no machine_type
label label provided as for the machine type you want to create.String n1-standard-1 No metadata Metadata, mapmap (string) {} no name_prefix no name as prefix instance template string default-instance-template No network The name or name of the network to which this interface is attached self_link. Use network attributes for legacy or automatic subnetted networks and
subnets of custom subnet networks. No string Preemptable So that the bool false no no project_id GCP project ID string null no region (the area where the instance template must be created) can be prioritized. Does not make the service_account account attached to the instance a string null. See object({ email = string scope = set(string) } n/a yes shielded_instance_config
enable_shielded_vm is not used unless it is true. The shielded VM configuration of the instance. object({ enable_secure_boot = bool enable_vtpm = bool enable_integrity_monitoring = bool } ) { enable_integrity_monitoring: true, enable_secure_boot : true, enable_vtpm: true} source_image no source disk image. source_image no source_image_family specified, the latest published
CentOS image is used by default. A string source image source_image_family. source_image no source_image_family specified, the latest published CentOS image is used by default. There is no project where the string centos-7 source_image_project from. The default project includes an image that supports the user-launched script that the string gce-uefi-images no User
startup script startup_script runs when the instance spins up the string subnetnet, the name of the subnetnet that attaches this interface. The subnet network must be in the same region where this instance is created. You must specify either a network or a subnetnet. String no subnetwork_project the ID of the project to which the subnetnet network belongs. Otherwise, the provider
project is used. No string tags Network tags, provided as list lists (strings) [] Do not output the name of the name of the instance template Instance template name self_link Tags associated with self-linking instances of instance template tags
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